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Control or Controlled?
As technology becomes more
advanced, pervasive, and useful, a
question constantly presents itself:
How can we take advantage of the
benefits without falling into the
real dangers that technology
brings?

Technology has reached the point
where it's always there, and always
looking for ways to be useful.
While there's no denying the
appeal of those benefits, it's also
hard to deny that the line between
appeal and addiction is becoming
blurry.

The challenge, then, is for every
person to make conscious decisions
about their needs and the
technological tools, platforms and
resources that can help meet those
needs - and then draw the line
there, rather than letting those
very tools dictate for us how
appealing they should seem to us.
That's where TAG comes in. We
have tools, resources and
education to help everyone make
conscious and educated decisions
about how they want to use
technology. Our goal is that you
control the technology you use,
rather than the other way around.

This newsletter is the first issue in
what we hope will become a series
to educate and provide resources
to help you make those choices and
put that control back where it
belongs.

Facebook is the new
cigarettes. You
know, it's addictive.
It's not good for you.
- Salesforce CEO
Marc Benioff

Phillip Morris just
wanted your lungs.
The app store wants
your soul.
- Bill Maher

Controlling technology,
controlling ourselves
"Control or Controlled" was the name of TAG
Atlanta's recent event to educate the community
on conscious use of technology. The articles in this
issue were written by the speakers of that event.

Each one of us has a mission in
life and to even have a chance of
fulfilling that mission we must
start by developing deep self
awareness of who we are as
individuals and what we bring to
the table. Whether it is career,
torah or mental well being… the
only pathway to success is
through emotional intelligence.
While filters are an important part
of the equation, our dialog
around technology for ourselves,
let alone our children, needs to
evolve and become more about
building the human capacity to
thrive in a world weaponized with
distraction motivated by others’
agendas. Technology is not our
enemy, it is increasingly
embedded into how we operate
daily and has immense potential
to enrich our lives; however, with
that potential comes risks that
may not hit all of us but when it
does it hits hard. Only through
open and honest conversations
with our children, spouses,
schools and communities can we
improve our ability to take control
of our technology so that it
enables us all to thrive.

C.O.D.E.S
Of Behavior
"Follow the money." A decades-old
mantra that has become synonymous
with mankind's inclination to embrace
financial ambition over righteousness.
Today, these words aptly frame the
practices of manipulative online
marketers - though it bares noting that
far from all online marketers are
insidious by default. While tactics may
differ, it is no secret that the shared
objective of advertisers is to capture
the consciousness of their target
audience. For those willing to invest in
your online browsing or purchasing
history, the process of acquiring
personal data is surprisingly
streamlined. So how has once trivial
information evolved into such a
valuable commodity?! Let's take a
quick swing around the money trail.
Web based vendors collectively
generate hundreds of billions in
revenue by heavily incorporating
human physiology into their
advertising models. The algorithms
may be exceedingly complex, yet the
science is relatively elementary.

Actions are influenced by thoughts;
thoughts by emotions; emotions by
biochemicals; and biochemicals by
variations of internal / external
stimuli. With sufficient personal data,
aggressive marketers can accurately
profile and consistently capitalize
upon the interests, needs, habits and yes, even weaknesses of users.
After all is said done, we are no
match against the lucrative
leveraging of science.
When we set healthy parameters and
moderate our online usage technology can enhance our avodas
Hashem, time management and
interpersonal relationships in
wondrous ways. Nevertheless, we
must remain cognoscente that
vulnerability lurks behind every click,
as the data produced through our
online interactions avails a treasure
trove of information to marketers. I
wish to commend TAG Atlanta for
bravely fostering the critical
conversations necessary to keep our
kehilla safe in all ways - emotionally,
financially and most importantly,
spiritually. With Hashem's help, may
our continued dialogue and collective
efforts to utilize technology in
empowering ways become a leading
example for many others throughout
Klal Yisrael.

TAG Updates
YouTube no longer allows full blocking of related videos. However, it can be
restricted to related videos from that channel.
In the new iOS 12 version, a screentime feature was added where one can
schedule downtime from the apps which they choose. This may be a possible
solution to use on children's phones (This is not a recommendation to give a child
this device).
Always be sure to have someone remember the PIN that you create in iOS
restrictions or screentime. In the event that it was forgotten, TAG can sometimes
help to recover it.

About TAG
If you are looking to protect yourself and your family members from dangers in the
technology world, TAG is ready to support you. TAG is a free community service that
gives you the resources to customize a solution that fits best for your specific needs.
TAG members all around the world research and test solutions as the technology
changes in order to service Klal Yisrael with the best and most practical methods
available.
To learn more about TAG Atlanta visit our website at www.tagatlanta.org.

TAG Atlanta
Hours and Location
All services and consultations are now BY APPOINTMENT ONLY (in-person or phone
appointments available)
Sunday 9am-noon
Wednesday 8pm-9:30
To schedule an appointment call 24 hours a day 678-235-4644 and leave a message.
Our office is located at:
Temima High School Building
1839 Lavista Rd. NE

